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1. Introduction. This note deals with infinite sequences {A¿} of

mutually independent identically distributed random variables.

Their «th partial sums are denoted by S„= XX i -^>- In au tnat

follows each sequence {A,} is assumed to satisfy the further condi-

tions:

(A) For some l=a^2

lim  Pr {Sn = xn1'«} = Va(x),
B->»

where Va(x) is the distribution function of the symmetric stable law

of order a (with the characteristic function exp { — |X| a}).

(B) The distribution for each X{, i — 1, 2, ■ ■ • , is determined by

a probability density/(x), such that /(x)GCp(— °o, oo) for some

p>l.
Under the above conditions1 it was shown by Kallianpur and Rob-

bins [l ] that the sequence of partial sums Sn is interval recurrent.

This means that

(1) Pr { | Sn — a |   < € for infinitely many wj = 1

for every a and every e>0. If on the other hand (A) holds with a<i,

then the probability in (1) is zero.

The results of this note take the form of two limit theorems of

familiar type. They show that the recurrence behavior of the sequence

{Sn} depends only on the index o of the domain of attraction of the

sequence. Condition (B) excludes from consideration all sequences of

random variables of the lattice type for which the theorems below

are clearly false. However it seems plausible that the sufficient condi-

tions (A) and (B) may be replaced by far weaker conditions.

Theorem l.2 Let {Sn} satisfy conditions (A) and (B) with exponent

l=a^2. Let

Presented to the Society, December 29, 1954; received by the editors March 21,

1955.
1 In [l] it is required that/(jc)GZ,p(— », °°) for some 1 <p¿2. This condition is

satisfied if/(*)G¿p(— », ») for some p>l because f(.x)Q_L1(— », »).

2 Actually a far stronger result will be proved, the statement of which is contained

in equation (12).
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C(n, a)

1 T
— a sin—M1/a_1 for 1 < a < 2,
2 a

1
— ir (log n)~l for a = 1,

omí¿ /e¿ £P(z) denote the Mittag-Leffler function

00 —n

£,(2)   =   E
„=o r(i + pn)

Then the limiting distribution of mining,, | Sk — a\, for any — <x> <a

< <x>, normalized by the appropriate C(n, a), is given by

for ií 0,

0.

Theorem 1 has a simple form when {Sn} satisfies (A) and (B) with

a = l or a =2. When a = l, xg;0,

I , 1 (0 for x ^
lim Pr < min   | Sk - a \   á xC(m, a) \ =  {
»->»        listen ;        (1 — £i_i/a(—x)for x ^

íi             i           r        )          x
tn Pr < min   | 5* — a \   ^- x> =-
*» (.lgtSn 2 log M     ) 1 + X

When a = 2, x^O,

lim Pr i min   I Sk - a I   ^ — > =1-e1' |    e"'2*.
(IS«»' M1'2/ 7T1'2 J,

Note that if (B) holds and if the random variables Xi have mean zero

and finite variance er2, then the sequence S„ = (2in/<r) /"., Xi satis-

fies the conditions of Theorem 1 with a = 2.

The strong law corresponding to Theorem 1 is

Theorem 2. With {S„} as in Theorem 1, and {an} a nonincreasing

positive sequence, the probability that \ Sn — a\ ^nllaan for infinitely

many values of n is zero or one according as 2j"=i o,n converges or di-

verges.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. For both theorems the following result due

to Kallianpur and Robbins [l, Lemma 6.1] is basic.

" Under the conditions (A) and (B)3 the density fn(x) of Sn is, for large

enough n, of the form

(2) fn(x)   = - T (—V1'« + Cngn(x),
ira     \a /

where c„ =o(n~lla) and | g„(x) | < M(I) for all x in any finite interval I."

* See footnote 1.
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To prove Theorem 1 we define the events Pï(x), lgH«, in the

sample space of the sequence {X¿} as

(3) Ek(x) = {w\  \Sk — a [   g xC(n, a)}.

The random variables Jj}(co, x) = 1 or 0 according as cjGPÏ or not are

used to define the random variables

Nn(x) = Nn(u, x) = ¿ JÎK x).

By a well-known combinatorial formula to be found in the book of

Feller [2]

(4) p,(x, n) = Pr {Nn(x) = v] - ¿ (-l)*->(   \k(n, x),
k-, \ v /

where

(5) p*(», x) = X        Pr [ H   £",(*)],       Po(», *) = I-
lSn< ■ ■ -<»iSn L «_1 J

Now it may be seen that Theorem 1 is equivalent to the statement

(6) lim po(x, n) = Pi_i/a(-x).
n—»»

To prove (6) it must first be shown that

x*
(7) pk(x) = lim pk(n, x) =

r[l + ¿(l - i/o)]

lifn(x) is the density of 5„, and if ß*(w, x) is the region in Euclidean

¿-space defined by

X Xi — a   = xC(n, a), s = 1, 2, • • • , k,
t-i

then, according to (3) and (5),

Pk(n, x) = £ \    '    '   \    /h(*i)/íi-<i(*2) • • *
l£>'i< • • •«*£» v Ot(n,s)  «J

fik-ik-i(Xk)dXl • • -  <***•

E f    ••   f H/,,«
)',àl.ji+--•+í»án   J^Cn,*)   •/      r-1

We may assume that (2) holds with n^N for our given sequence

{A,}. For the purpose of using (2) to prove (7) one can set
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(8) o-k(n, x) g pk(n, x) g <rk(n, x) + Sk(n, x),

with

ffk(n, x) = E \        '   \   HfiAx')dx>-

We note that for some Ak>0, independent of n, each region Q,k(n, x)

is contained in the region

I ̂ i I   ú AkC(n, a), i = 1, 2, ■ • •, k.

Hence one may take

k k

n s, h(n, x) = e n «»,
»—1 láminig,gt íF<^iíl+ÍH-H't^n   "■=!

with

/».á*C(n,a)

5, =   I fjy(x)dx or 1 according as/„ ^ TV or/, < N.
J -AkC<.n.a)

The volume of ük(n, x) is [2xC(n, a)]k and it follows from (2) that,

as m—> »,

it
ir*(», x) =    2xC(m, a) — T ( — jl

[i + »(i)]      E       bVs---j*]-1/a.

where

1     /1\        XM1'«-1
2xC(n, a)-r( —) = - if 1 < a g 2,

ira     \aj       T(l - 1/a)

and

x/log m if a = 1.

It is clear that the limit of <7k(n, x) as n—>«> does not depend on the

value of N, and a calculation which is similar to those carried out in

[l] and [3] yields

x*
lim ak(n, x) = —-- •

T[l + k(l - i/a)]

Straightforward calculation also shows that 8k(n, x)—»0 as »—»<», and

in view of (8) the proof of (7) is now complete.

To prove (6), and thus Theorem 1, it would suffice to show directly

that
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lim po(x,n) = lim  £ (~1)*P*(«. *)

00

= ^ (—1)* lim pk(n, x) = Pi_i/a( —x).
*_o »—»

However, it seems impossible to justify the interchange of limits. The

method used instead is longer but has the advantage of yielding a

stronger result.

Equation (4) implies that the &th moment of N„(x) is

E{[Nn(x)}"} = ¿#,(*.»>*= ¿P.(», *)F,(Ä),
»■=.0 »=0

where

v„(k) = £(")(-iy->p*.
(9) M=0     V^/

Thus (1/&!) Vy(k) is the coefficient of x* in the power series expansion

of (ex-l)'. Hence V,(k)=0 for v>k, so that p{ [Nn(x)]k\ is a finite

sum of k + 1 terms for any value of n. Hence

(10) mk = lim P{ [Nn(x)Y] = ¿p,r»F,(*),

with p„(x) given in equation (7). Let<p„(X) be the characteristic func-

tion of A„(x), and define, using (7), (9), and (10),

"   (i\)k »   (¿X)* *

*(X) = Z LrrfM* * £ 4f Zp,(^)F,(*)
00

= Xp.<O)0íx - 1)" = Pi-i/a(xeiX - x).

<p(X) is seen to be analytic in a neighborhood of the origin for every

x>0 and for every 1 ̂ «^2. Hence the moment problem defined by

equation (10) has a unique solution, and the sequence <pn(X) converges

to the characteristic function <p(X). Since <p(X) is periodic with period

27T for real X, it is the characteristic function of a distribution function

which is constant except for jumps pk(x) at the points k = 0, 1, • • • .

But as <pn(\)—><p(X) we must have

pk(x) = lim ph(x, n).
n-+oo

Moreover, for |/| ¿1, equation (11) implies
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(12) £#*(*)'* = lim E[t«nM] = E1.Va(xt - x).

Letting t tend to zero in (12) we have

p0(x) = lim Pr {Nn(x) = 0} = £i_i/a(-x),
n—.»

so that Theorem 1 has been established as a special case of the result

of equation (12).

3. Proof of Theorem 2. We shall assume that a = 0, the method of

proof being the same for any value of a. Let En= {co| SnEIn} where

/„ is the interval (—nllaan, nllaan). First assume that E"=i an< °°-

Then nllaa„—»0 as n—»» , and one obtains from (2) that

Pr {En} =  f fn(x)dx - 2M1/°an[- t(—^tr1" + £,(»->/-)]
(13) Ju l™    W J

2      /1\
= Aan + o(a„) as n —» oo, with .4 = — T I — J.

ira     \a/

Hence E"-i Pr {£»} < °°, and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma

Pr {En for infinitely many n} = 0,

which proves the first part of Theorem 2.

To prove the second part of Theorem 2 one has to assume that

En-i an= °° • In fact, it will clearly be sufficient to consider only the

case when, in addition to ErT=i a»= °°.

(14) a„ ^ [n log m]_1 for large enough values of n.

Just as before, one shows that  En-i Pr {En} = ». The events En

are not independent, but to conclude that

Pr {En for infinitely many m } = 1

it will suffice, according to Chung and Erdös [4], to verify that the

sequence {E„} satisfies the following three conditions.

(I) For any positive integers n and h, n^h, there exist positive

functions c(h) and H(n, h)>h such that for every k>H(n, h)

Pr {Ek\E'hr\Éh+lr\ ■■■C\E'n}> c(h) Pr {£»}.

(Primes denote the complements.)

(II) A set of events {Eni}, * = 1, 2, • ■ -, s(n) can be found for each

value of m with the property

«(n)

E   Pr {¿2n,|Fn}   <c„
¿-1
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where Ci is a positive constant independent of ».

(Ill) There is a constant C2>0, such that

Pr {Et | £„} < d Pr {£*} for all »,

whenever &>» and £t is not in the set {Pni} chosen in (II) to cor-

respond to En.

With Et and the interval Ik as defined above,

(15) Pr {Ek | E£ r\ ■•• C\ £„' } =  f   f   /*_„(* - y)dGn.h(y)dx,
J It J -00

where Gni„(x) is the conditional probability distribution

G„,„(x) = Pr {Sn g x ¡ £/ H • • • i\ £„' }.

Let I = I(n, h) be a bounded interval with the property that

/,

1
dGn,h(x) = — ■

/ 2

Then equation (2) applied to (15) implies

Pr {£* | Ei r\ ■ ■ ■ n £„' j è  f  f/*-(* - y)A?».*(y)¿*

(16) ^   '

= —-4 a* + o(a*),

where 4. is the constant defined in (13). Combining (16) and (13) one

obtains

(17) Pr {Ek\E¿ rV'-nE«'} ^ Pr {£*} • [l/2 + o(l)], as ¿-> œ,

so that condition (I) is satisfied with c(h) =1/3.

To verify condition (II), let the set {Eni} which corresponds to E„

consist of the events £„+i, £„+2, • ■ ■ , E2n. To show that the sequence

of sums Xt-i Pr {En+t|EB} is bounded, one can write

(18)

where

Pr {En+k\En} =   f       f fk(x - y)dHn(y)dx,
J in+kJin

Hn(x) = Pr {Sn = x|5„G/n}.

Equation (2) applied to (18) now shows that, as &—»<»,

(19)   Pr {£n+t| £„} = A(n + i)»'»*-1'»^» + (n + ¿)1'°an+*0(¿-1/<\).

Using (14), the boundedness of the sequence X?=i Pr {£»+*! £«} is
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a consequence of the existence of the limit

»   (m + kyi^k'1'"
lim   E-< °° - for 1 ̂  a g 2.
»->•  hnml       log (m + k)

Finally, to verify condition (III), we must show that the ratios

Tx{En\Ek}

Pr {En}

are bounded for all n > 2k. For large enough k, (19) and (13) combined

yield

PrJ-Enl-E*!

in \ M /

+ o(l) Ú 2-1'« + 0(1),
Pr {En

so that (III) holds, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.
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